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Loft Studios offer West London’s 
premier event spaces

Our refurbished Victorian foundry with 
5 interlinking spaces and 2 large secluded 
courtyards are available for all occasions.

Featuring natural brickwork, high 
ceilings with exposed beams, wooden 
floors, large windows and skylights 
that allow for abundant daylight. 

While retaining its original features, this 
location also benefits from all the modern 
components to create the perfect event. 

EventsLOFT STUDIOS
Kensal Rise, London



 » View the studios

 » Introduce our suppliers

 » Secure your date

 » Understand the brief

 » Attend a production meeting

 » Love the day
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Bars offer a full range of services 
offering you a chance to develope 
alongside their professional team - 

 » Consultation to create a bespoke 
cocktail menu with tasting sessions 
at one of our locations in London

 » Friendly and professional bar team

 » Sale or return on stock 

 » Extensive wine, beer & spirit list

In true to a blank canvas style, Loft 
Studios offer you both internal 
and external catering options. 

Our in house caterers Social Pantry 
are dedicated to culinary excellence 
and will make sure your special 
occasion is one to remember. 

The delicious and honest food with 
its focus on fresh and seasonal 
produce, ensures all of our event 
catering menus are as easy on the 
eye as they are on the plate.



With a wealth of experience 
producing events in-house we have  
built an impressive portfolio. 

We can provide full sound, lighting 
and visual design services along with 
access to numerous prop partners.

With our internal set build option 
we can advise and design your 
dream occasion, taking ideas 
from concept to reality. 
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 » Sound & Lighting services

 » Creative Consultation

 » Organisation & Planning

 » Production Support

 » Event Design
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Georgina & Gavin - Wedding 2018

“Georgina and Gavin had always presented a very clear idea about the format 
of their wedding, planned for July 2018. From recommendations and previous 
good experiences, they very quickly chose Loft Studios as their venue. Starting 
with the first meeting with Jamie and his team, it was clear that Georgina, 
Gavin and their families were dealing with a very professional organisation. 

Every plan, detail and minute change was implemented with impressive flexibility. 
By using Social Pantry for catering and Bibbers for all bar and drink requirements, 
it was immediately apparent how sensible and cost effective it would be to combine 
all services and therefore result in good, clear and consolidated communication.

The final event was a huge success. It started and completed without a single hitch. 
This was undoubtedly due to the excellent teamwork at Loft Studios, combined with 
a clear list of wishes and regular communication from Georgina and Gavin as the 
Clients. The two families would have no hesitation in recommending Loft Studios 
for any event, or celebration and we all thank Jamie Carey and his team for their 
help in creating such a memorable day!” - Stephen Rose (Father of the Bride)
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Laurent Oliver, 
Innocent Drinks

“Thank you to the team at Loft Studios 
for helping out with our unusual 
meeting bookings. They were really 
helpful and allowed us to check out the 
spaces before confirming our booking. 

They catered to all of our needs and 
helped us find additional space for 
all of our kit. They answered any 
questions we had before and during 
the day. The rooms are all great, large, 
spacious and let a lot of light in.”

Kelly Hayes – Chivas

“We had a fantastic event at Loft 
Studios and it was an absolute pleasure 
to work with the team. There are 
a lot of elements to our event so 
the professionalism, flexibility and 
genuine willingness to help made 
things much easier for us both in the 
planning and on the actual day. 

We felt extremely well looked after 
from the very first venue viewing, 
until we left the building at the 
end of the event. The high quality 
of service alongside an absolutely 
beautiful location makes it the perfect 
space… we will definitely be back!”
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Chandrima Biswa, 18th Birthday Party 

“Thank you for co-ordinating such a fantastic event - loads of people 
have told me it was quite frankly the best 18th they have been to! 

The fact that you did it with only minor effort from us is really testimony to 
your ability to read the client, the event and your great organisational skills.”

Dan Luger (Ex- England Rugby Captain), 
Surprise 40th birthday party

“Just wanted to say thanks to Jamie and all the Loft 
Studios team for an awesome day for my 40th. 

It was a surprise party so I had no idea what to expect. I was 
blown away by the people there and the venue.

Its a day I will never forget. It goes down in my memory at the 
same level as my first game for England. Special day. 

Amazing venue and great production managers and staff.” 



Loft Studios
77-81 Scrubs Lane 

London , NW10 6QU.
tel:  +4420 8969 0234 
events@loftstudios.co.uk

www.loftstudios.co.uk


